Agenda
October 22, 2014
1:00 pm – SC-107

- All Things Global
  Budget, Angel Viramontes’ Role
  West Academy, Lisa Saperston
  Educational Tourism
  Proyecto 100,000
  UCLA Global and Study Abroad

- Global Studies Award – GoingGlobal: Middle East Initiative
  Future developments

- Use of A9 for UCLA partnerships, for international study,
  social justice, international conferences, grant development

- Status of cooperative grants with PCC and TT

- Development of an entrepreneurial studies program with the
  foundation

- Other potential funding opportunities in the six to nine
  months ---Title 5, TRIO’s, NSF, State, Labor, Health

- Re-organization

VISION – West: A gateway to success for every student.
MISSION – West Los Angeles College provides a transformative educational experience.
  West fosters a diverse learning community dedicated to student success.